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SMART TAOYUAN ― Foreseeing the Future

As an international transportation hub and a city with a robust supply chain, Taoyuan City
was named the Intelligent Community of the Year by the Intelligent Community Forum
(ICF) in 2019, after which it went on to host the 2020 ICF Top7 Announcement. Taoyuan
was also named the first Eco-Logistics Community Chair, further elevating the city's
international presence.
The Taoyuan Aerotropolis Project, Forward-looking Infrastructure Development Program,
and Asia Silicon Valley Development Plan serve as the "3 arrows" for accelerating
transformation in Taoyuan. With the airport at its core, the Taoyuan Aerotropolis Project
promotes 6 major industries, including cloud computing, smart automobiles, international
logistics, biotechnology, aviation support, and green energy. To further promote industry
investment and urban development, a financing and loan matchmaking platform
is established in collaboration with 14 domestic banks. Under the framework of the
Forward-looking Infrastructure Development Program, Taoyuan's railways are being
moved underground, and 6 MRT lines that link 3 hubs are under construction. These
infrastructure projects are paving the way to the creation of a transportation network that
connects Taipei City, New Taipei City, and Taoyuan City, offering an at most a one-hour
commute among them.
The Taoyuan City Government has laid out plans to develop the Asia Silicon Valley
Innovation and Research Center next to MRT Station A19, which is also connected to the
Taiwan High-Speed Rail (THSR). The development will take place over three phases. Phase I
is scheduled to commence in 2021 and conclude in 2024, with recruitment focused on
businesses in the high-tech industry, especially those that specialize in 5G applications,
IoT, and big data. The Asia Silicon Valley Innovation and Research Center serves as a single
channel that provides access to international innovation centers, such as Silicon Valley in
California.
To promote the startup, cybersecurity, and autonomous vehicle industry, the municipal
government established Hutoushan Innovation Hub, which serves as an R&D base
for IoT cybersecurity and smart driving, offering services such as smart driving system
testing, autonomous vehicle simulation and road testing, cybersecurity testing lab,
and counseling for businesses intending to introduce smart manufacturing into their
operations. Currently, Hutoushan Innovation Hub is the only autonomous vehicle test site
in Northern Taiwan.
Taoyuan utilizes urban infrastructure and smart, innovative industries
to accumulate strength in economic development, with the
ultimate goal of becoming the driving engine for Taiwan's
economy. Businesses are welcome here. Together, let us put
the smart economy into practice and forge a bright future.

Taoyuan City Mayor

Converging Forward-looking Advantages
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Converging
Forward-looking Advantages
Taoyuan is at the hear t of Nor thern Taiwan.
By expanding its networking infrastruc ture and connecting industr y clusters,
Taoyuan effectively gathers flows of people, cash, and information.
By integrating the strengths of industr y, government, and academia,
new solutions are developing,
creating new and diverse business oppor tunities for Taiwan.

Beijing (3hr)
Shanghai
(1.5hr)

Hong Kong (1.7hr)

Bangkok (3.6hr)

Manila (2.3hr)

Ho Chi Minh City (3.3hr)

Seoul (2.5hr)

Tokyo (3.5hr)

Taoyuan

Taoyuan's
aviation
advantage
On average, Taoyuan is only a 3-hour flight
away from all major cities in the Asia Pacific.

Taoyuan City is the gateway to Taiwan. Home to Taoyuan International Airport (TIA), Taoyuan has an edge in
transportation. Coupled with its comprehensive industry clusters, Taoyuan is a key hub that connects the Asia
Pacific to the world. With a population that has an average age of 39, Taoyuan is the youngest city among all
municipalities in Taiwan. Taoyuan is also a technology center, with an industrial output value that exceeds USD
$103 billion per year, surpassing that of Hsinchu Science Park. Among Taiwan's 500 major manufacturers, more
than 1/3 are based in Taoyuan.
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To accommodate Taiwanese businesses returning to Taiwan because of the ongoing trade conflict between the
U.S. and China, the Taoyuan City Government has accelerated the development of 7 industrial parks, assisting
businesses to take root in Taiwan. A Task Force for Returning Taiwanese Businesses was established to provide
one-stop investment services for supporting these businesses in resolving the "5 shortages," namely, land,
power, water, labor and talent, making Taoyuan the most ideal destination for businesses that are considering
investing in Taiwan. Under Three Major Programs for Investing in Taiwan, investments in Taoyuan have exceeded
USD $8 billion to date (2020), the highest number in Taiwan, demonstrating Taoyuan's substantial potential for
development.

1st

Ranked

The Youngest of 6 Municipalities

Taoyuan is No. 1

Taoyuan has a fast-growing population,
with the highest positive migration
among the 6 municipalities for
6 consecutive years. The average age of
Taoyuan's citizens is 39 years.

The First Choice for Businesses

Best Economy and Employment

Taoyuan accounts for more than 1/5
of all investments under Three Major
Programs for Investing in Taiwan, the
highest number in Taiwan.

Commonwealth Magazine reported
a 72% citizen satisfaction rate for the
economy and employment in 2020.

Highest Industrial Output

Highest Satisfaction

Diverse and comprehensive industry
clusters that generate an industrial
output approximating USD $103 billion
per year.

Global View Magazine reported a citizen
satisfaction rate of over 70% in 2020
for Taoyuan's economic endeavors.

Intelligent Community of the Year

First Autonomous Vehicle Testing
License in Taiwan

In 2019, Taoyuan was named the
Intelligent Community of the Year by
the ICF.

Kingwaytek Technology, a business
stationed in Hutoushan Innovation Hub,
obtained the first license in Taiwan to
test autonomous vehicles.
Converging Forward-looking Advantages
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Releasing the 3 Arrows
Fueling Motivation
for Industry Innovation
To further promote smart industry transformation,
Taoyuan has proactively engaged in forwardlooking and futuristic economic development
p l a n s , i n c l u d i n g t h e Fo r w a r d - l o o k i n g
Infrastructure Development Program, Asia
Silicon Valley Development Plan, and Taoyuan
Aerotropolis Project. With a sound industrial
foundation, Taoyuan aims to develop smart
applications and fuel the growth of investments
in diverse industries and smart city development,
thereby constructing a new economic growth
model and promoting Taiwan's overall national
competitiveness.
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The Forward-Looking
Infrastructure Development
Program
A Comprehensive Transportation Network
that Maps the Way to a Bright Future
Taoyuan District, Zhongli District, and Taoyuan Aerotropolis
are Taoyuan's three major hubs. The MRT Airport Line, Green
Line, Green Line extension to Zhongli, Sanying Line extension
to Bade, Brown Line and underground railway project are
under construction. Together, the three hubs and six MRT
lines form the backbone for Taoyuan's future development.
Taoyuan's underground railway project is in progress, and
construction is expected to be completed by 2028. Currently,
Station G07 is the deepest MRT station in Taiwan. In the
future, Station G07 will serve as a major transportation hub
and commercial center that connects the MRT, railway, and
Taiwan High Speed Railway (THSR). The construction of the
underground sections of the MRT Green Line has begun.
The first overhead bridges for the Green Line have been
completed, and construction for the remaining overhead
tracks are taking form. The Green Line is expected to be
operational by 2026, at which point it will become Taoyuan's
first self-built MRT system. When all 6 lines are completed,
this new transportation network will connect Taipei City, New
Taipei City, and Taoyuan City and offer at most a one-hour
commute among them, officially turning a new page for
Taoyuan's MRT network.

For more information about Taoyuan's railway
transportation systems, please scan this
QR code.

Converging Forward-looking Advantages
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The Asia Silicon Valley Development Plan
Taoyuan is an important base for the Asia Silicon Valley Development
Plan. In line with the central government's policies, the Asia Silicon Valley
Project Office, Taoyuan was established. The office is focused on employing
innovative entrepreneurship to drive economic growth and to utilize the
Internet of Things (IoT) industry in promoting industry upgrading. By linking
the resources of both domestic and international cutting-edge R&D, new
business opportunities are created, elevating Taiwan's overall national
competitiveness.

Hutoushan Innovation Hub
The Asia Silicon Valley Development Plan is a national flagship project, under
which Internet of Vehicles (IoV) development is a major focus. An R&D base
for autonomous, smart vehicles, Hutoushan Innovation Hub is the first test
site in Taiwan that has both an IoV Smart Driving Center and an IoT Cyber
Security Center, in addition to connecting the automotive electronics supply
chain in Northern Taiwan. In 2020, Hutoushan Innovation Hub obtained the
first operational license in Taiwan and passed the review of the "Unmanned
Vehicles Technology Innovative Experimentation Program" conducted by
the Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA). Subsequently, public transportation
scenarios have been simulated, with the long-term goal of connecting the
Qingpu area between Stations A17 and A19 of the MRT Airport Line.
The Hutoushan Innovation Hub covers a total area of 4.7 hectares, of which
1.8 hectares is designated for phase I. Phase I was officially opened in June
2019, and the venues are now fully-occupied by domestic scientific research
institutions. Phase II is further expanded as an innovative R&D and test site
that offers high-end network technologies and services. More startups are
expected to find an establishment in phase II, which will then generate
growth in the autonomous vehicle industry, cybersecurity industry, and
smart manufacturing industry.
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The Asia Silicon Valley
Innovation and Research Center
The Asia Silicon Valley Innovation and Research
Center integrates domestic and foreign 5G and
IoT resources to create an innovative software
park for Taoyuan. The center, which covers an area
of 3.81 hectares, is adjacent to Station A19 of the
Airport Line. An R&D Building and Service Building
will be constructed, both integrated with smart
architectural elements. Construction is scheduled to
start in 2021 and end in 2024.
The development of the Asia Silicon Valley
Innovation and Research Center will enhance
Taoyuan's links with startup clusters in Asia and
around the world. In addition to integrating the
innovative strengths of IoT businesses, the center
will also attract establishment of businesses, 5G, IoT,
big data, cloud technology, blockchain, and other
high-tech industries to the area. The Asia Silicon
Valley Innovation and Research Center exhibits
the potential of becoming a hub for innovative
exchanges in Asia and an important platform for the
exchange of industry information and talent.

Yoshi International Youth Entrepreneur's
Village and Motor Silicon Valley Park
With industry 4.0 and forging a comprehensive
youth entrepreneur ecosystem as foundational
concepts for development, a well-rounded park
is planned in line with smart industry trends and
green energy-oriented development. Motor
Silicon Valley Park attracts businesses by covering
all links in the supply chain, including design, raw
material sourcing, production, manufacturing,
assembly, semi-finished products, finished products,
accreditation, and sales. Yoshi International Youth
Entrepreneur's Village will include a hands-on
workshop, youth entrepreneur's office, test lab,
and meeting and co-working spaces. With a focus
on helping young entrepreneurs achieve their
dreams and inspiring local businesses to innovate,
Yoshi International Youth Entrepreneur's Village
is projected to generate USD $172 million in
investments, achieve an annual industrial output
of USD $1.7 billion, and create more than 4,000
employment opportunities.

Converging Forward-looking Advantages
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Type 3 Industrial Zone (Phase I)
Type 4 Industrial Zone (Phase I)
Free Trade Zone

Taoyuan International Airport
Airport Zone

Free
Trade Zone

Type 4

Type 4

(39.45 ha)

(119.32 ha)

Type 4
(32.93 ha)

Type 3
(95.25 ha)

Taoyuan Aerotropolis
Taoyuan Aerotropolis is Taiwan's largest-ever development plan. Centered around Taoyuan International Airport (TIA)
and with the addition of Terminal 3 and Runway 3, Taoyuan Aerotropolis will elevate the airport's transport capacity.
Industries with low pollution, low energy consumption, low water usage, and high added value are prioritized in
the business recruitment process. With the 3 major focuses of smart airport, smart city, and smart industry, Taoyuan
Aerotropolis will create a spillover effect that will attract investment and expand Taoyuan's strengths as an airport city.
The Taoyuan City Government has signed MOUs with STARLUX Airlines, Gogoro (Gogoro Taiwan Limited), Acer Group,
and Antung Trading. With these major businesses clustered in the designated industrial zones of Taoyuan Aerotropolis,
investment is sure to be further boosted. To provide the funds needed for recruited businesses to establish a base and
invest in Taoyuan, the municipal government has signed MOUs and jointly formed the "Taoyuan Aerotropolis Financing
and Loan Matchmaking Platform" with 14 domestic banks. From land expropriation to funding, the central government,
local government, businesses, and the financial sector will work together to promote overall urban development and
practice airport economics.
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6 Promoting Industries
4. Biotechnology

1. Cloud computing

such as R&D experimental centers, and R&D and
manufacturing of medical devices

such as cloud application software,
cloud computing platforms, and cloud
infrastructure

5. Aviation support industries

2. Smart automobiles

such as aircraft engine maintenance,
avionics components R&D and manufacturing,
interior components, and airline catering

such as power components, transmission
components, brake components, and R&D of
related components
3. International logistics, distribution, and related
industries

6. Green energy
such as LEDs, solar power, vehicle dynamics and
batteries for electronic vehicles, and electric vehicle
motors

The overall scope of the project covers

Scope

4,564 hectares.

The Phase I industrial zone, developed by the Taoyuan City Government,
accounts for approximately

286.95 hectares.

Schedule
2020 Q4

2021 Q2

2021 Q4

2023 Q1

Announcement of
zone expropriation
for lands

Announcement of
zone expropriation for aboveground
objects and business recruitment
for priority industry zone

Public works construction

Completion and handover of
priority industry zone

Projected Outcome

Generating an
economic benefit of

80 billion

USD $

TIA's cargo volume
is expected to reach
tons
4.5inmillion
2030

Passenger volume
is expected to reach
persons
60 million
per year

Converging Forward-looking Advantages
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A Cornucopia for International Marketing Taoyuan Convention and Exhibition Center
Taoyuan Convention and Exhibition Center is situated next to MRT Airport
Line Station A19. With a base that covers 2.87 hectares, construction for
the center began in October 2020. The exhibition building and convention
building will be completed in October 2022 and May 2023, respectively.
The facilities include the International Convention Center, International
Exhibition Hall, and auxiliary service facilities. The development will be
mainly for conferences and supplemented by exhibitions. The center
will also serve as a location for high-tech and local specialty industries to
exhibit their products and services, playing an important role in marketing
and promoting industries. The International Exhibition Hall can hold
6,000 people, making it an ideal choice for hosting concerts, gatherings,
sports events, and other activities. In conjunction with the Asia Silicon
Valley Development Plan and Taoyuan Aerotropolis Project, the center will
boost industry investment and development in the Qingpu area. After its
completion, the Taoyuan Convention and Exhibition Center will become
Taoyuan's first iconic international conference center.

A Digital City Intelligent Community of the Year
Taoyuan, which has a strong advantage in the ICT manufacturing supply
chain, proactively promotes smart city-oriented flagship projects and
develops smart and innovative technological applications that drive digital
transformation for its industries. To accommodate the introduction of 5G
technology, Taoyuan has collaborated with the National Development
Council to promote the Asia Silicon Valley 5G Innovative Application
Program, which involved the establishment of the Smart Operations
Management Center and Smart Data Center that are focused on
accelerating innovative 5G applications and commercial use. Together
with the MOEA, the Taoyuan City Government constructed Taiwan's
first experimental 5G open network platform, which will aid businesses
in developing applications and equip Taoyuan with international
competitiveness in the 5G era.

Major Construction Projects in Qingpu A Model District for Business Recruitment
Qingpu is a commercial district that leads economic development in
Taoyuan. In addition to THSR Taoyuan Station, Qingpu also includes facilities
such as the Taoyuan Museum of Fine Arts, Taoyuan Convention and
Exhibition Center, Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center, and Taoyuan Pop Music
Open-air Stage. Together, these venues cover the basis of industry, arts and
literature, and leisure. The nearby Global Mall, Gloria Outlets, IKEA's flagship
store, Shin Kong Cinemas, Xpark, and COZZI Blu come together to serve as
a commercial complex that promotes tourism in the area. In the future, the
area surrounding THSR Taoyuan Station will be further vitalized, and access
roads made more convenient. Diverse events will also be held in the area to
promote industry growth and local prosperity.
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The Asia Silicon Valley
Innovation and Research Center

Global Mall
Taoyuan Convention
and Exhibition
Center

Taoyuan International
Baseball Stadium

Zhongli District

A19

Xpark

Taoyuan Pop Music Open-air Stage
IKEA
Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center

COZZI Blu

National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
R&D and Medical Park

Taoyuan self-driving bus
demonstration field

Shin Kong Cinemas

Innovation Center
Gloria Outlets
Asia Silicon Valley
Project Office, Taoyuan
Taoyuan Museum of Fine Arts

A17

Dayuan District

A18

THSR Taoyuan Station

Converging Forward-looking Advantages
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Cohesion
Diverse Industries
Ta o y u a n h a s c o n s e c u t i ve l y r a n k e d f i r s t i n i n d u s t r i a l o u t p u t v a l u e
fo r m a ny ye a r s. Wi t h 3 2 d e s i g n a t e d i n d u s t r i a l p a r k s,
Ta o y u a n s h o wc a s e s a r o b u s t a n d d i ve r s e i n d u s t r i a l c l u s t e r.
Th e 6 m a i n i n d u s t r i e s i n Ta o y u a n a r e c l o u d c o m p u t i n g,
s m a r t a u t o m o b i l e s, i n t e r n a t i o n a l l o g i s t i c s, b i o t e c h n o l o g y,
a v i a t i o n s u p p o r t , a n d g r e e n e n e r g y.

Ta i w a n h a s g a i n e d w i d e s p r e a d i n t e r n a t i o n a l r e c o g n i t i o n i n 2 0 2 0
fo r i t s CO V I D - 1 9 p a n d e m i c r e s p o n s e a c h i e ve m e n t s.
Th e Ta o y u a n m u n i c i p a l g o ve r n m e n t h a s s u p p l i e d t h e U. S . ,
t h e N e t h e r l a n d s, J a p a n , a n d T h a i l a n d w i t h e s s e n t i a l P P E ,
i n c l u d i n g m e d i c a l f a c e m a s k s, h a n d s a n i t i z e r, g o g g l e s, g l o ve s,
a n d p r o t e c t i ve c l o t h i n g, t h r o u g h i t s " Ta o y u a n H e l p s " c a m p a i g n ,
s p r e a d i n g g o o d w i l l t o t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l c o m m u n i t y.
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Cohesion Diverse Industries
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c

loud
computing

Cloud computing

Internet Data Center
(IDC)
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Smart factories

Autonomous
vehicles

Servers

Unmanned
convenience stores
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Smart warehousing

Using Cloud Computing to Navigate the Smart Era
Taoyuan is at the core of Taiwan's ICT industry cluster. Taoyuan showcases robust industry chains
and clusters in electronic components, AI chips, computers, and IoT. Leading enterprises have
made considerable investments in Taoyuan to promote core cloud-computing services, such as
network integration, computing and storage, cybersecurity and authentication, and management
solutions, and the application of cloud-computing services in real-world scenarios. Therefore,
Taoyuan is the ideal demonstration zone for IoT and related business opportunities.
With the development of cloud architecture and support of sensor technology and real-time
computing, data can be incorporated in smart city management applications, such as crowd
signals being used to promote smart crowd control systems. In addition, the city government has
partnered with Cisco in creating Taiwan's first 5G smart and interactive stadium and developed IoT
applications to consolidate water resource data, disaster prevention data, and building sensory
data, winning the 2019 Cloud Computing and IoT Innovation Award. The municipal government
also plans to install 1,800 smart LED streetlights and is working hard to incorporate a multipayment system into the Taoyuan Citizen Card. Far EasTone Telecommunications, Delta Electronics,
and Microsoft Taiwan have partnered to build Taiwan's first 5G smart factory in Taoyuan, using
Delta Electronics' Taoyuan Complex as the demonstration site for showcasing the cross-domain
benefits of Industry 4.0.

Upstream

Midstream

Downstream

Processors

TSMC

Memory

Micron Technology Taiwan

AI laboratory

Quanta Computer

Passive components

Walsin Technology

IoT wireless communication

AcSiP Technology

Multilayer PCB

Elite Material

Servers and industrial computers

Supermicro, Inventec, Advantech, Ingrasys Technology

Server components

Longwell

Modems

Askey Computer

Data exchange

Senao Networks

Storage platforms

Advanced Industrial Computer (AIC)

Radio transmitters

Smart Frequency Technology

Communication networks

Chunghwa Telecom, Far EasTone Telecom, Taiwan Mobile

Communication equipment

Pegatron

Cloud architecture services

Acer, E-Formula Technologies

IoT platform

MiTAC Holdings, Delta Electronics

Cloud integration

Chylyng

Cloud system solutions

Cisco Systems Taiwan, MiTAC Information Technology,
Microsoft Taiwan

Cohesion Diverse Industries
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S

mart
Automobiles

Hybrid control design

5G telecom antennas
GPS antennas

Lidar
detectors

Car cameras

On-board
computers

Sensors

Car body

Car cameras
Electronic Control Unit (ECU)
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Driver sleep monitoring
and
facial recognition lens

Smart Automobiles Hit the Road
According to a survey conducted by the MOEA, the production value of Taoyuan's automobile
and components industry accounts for nearly 35% of the total domestic output. By linking the
automobile industry with major local ICT businesses, a smart vehicle industry chain has been
created in Taoyuan, which has reinforced the local automotive electronics and ICT supply chain.
Hutoushan Innovation Hub serves as Taoyuan's technology R&D center for autonomous vehicles.
Chunghwa Telecom's subsidiary and IoV business, Kingwaytek Technology, utilizes highly precise
positioning that maps locations down to centimeters, in conjunction with Nvidia's computing
system, to assist businesses in fast-tracking autonomous vehicle applications. This joint effort
led to the first business in the country receiving approval from the MOEA to conduct innovative
experiments with unmanned vehicles. Tron-e is a leading domestic electric bus company that
has received wide recognition both in Taiwan and abroad. By coupling industry advantages, the
development of Taoyuan's autonomous vehicle industry is accelerated.
Promotion of the Qingpu autonomous bus is carried out with short-, mid-, and long-term goals
in mind. The short-term goal of conducting tests in a semi-closed venue at the MRT Airport Line
Qingpu Depot has been completed. Currently, the mid-term plan of conducting testing in the
communities surrounding A17 Linghang Station is underway. In the future, autonomous buses
will connect A17 Linghang Station, A18 THSR Taoyuan Station, and A19 Taoyuan Sports Park
Station, ultimately forming an autonomous rapid transit (ART) network in the Qingpu area.

上游

Upstream
智慧車輛

Metal components

Lioho Machine Works

Electric bus chassis

Tron-e Technology

Chip packaging and testing

TSMC, ASE Group, WIN Semiconductors

Diode rectifiers

Actron Technology

Passive components

Holy Stone Enterprise, Walsin Technology, TXC

Communication components

Tai-Saw Technology

ECU/fuel cells

Amita Technologies, Delta Electronics,
DIJIYA Energy Saving Technology, Phihong Technology

Circuit boards

Nan Ya PCB, Chin-Poon Industrial, Tripod Technology,
HannStar Board, Gold Circuit Electronics, Dynamic Electronics

Automobile central control system

TungThih Electronic

Assembly

China Motor Corp., Kuozui Motors, Ford Lio Ho Motor,
RAC Electric Vehicles, Shinwei Automotive Technology,
Yulon Motor

Connector

Wonderful Hi-Tech

GPS

Garmin, Royaltek

Touch panel

Buwon Precision Sciences

Body Control Module

Taiwan Calsonic

Midstream

Downstream

Smart autonomous vehicles

Leon Energy, Turing Drive, Kingwaytek Technology,
Formosa Plastics Transport Corporation

Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS)

MiTAC Digital Technology

Vehicle-mounted multimedia audio and
video systems

Action Electronics

Vehicle communication devices

Qisda

Power conversion testing equipment

Chroma

Back-end computing center server

Inventec, Quanta Computer, Supermicro

5G telecom support

Chunghwa Telecom, Far EasTone Telecom, Taiwan Mobile

Cohesion Diverse Industries
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I

nternational
logistics

Warehousing and logistics centers

Express freight
delivery

Airfreight

Freight distribution
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Growing International Logistics
with a Global Outlook
Nearly 80% of logistic businesses in Taiwan are based in Taoyuan. Taoyuan has been named the
first EcoLogistics Community Chair by ICLEI, the world's largest sustainable city organization. The
Taoyuan EcoLogistics Community Chair Office was established in 2020, with a focus on promoting
smart industries, low-carbon applications, and green energy. Five demo sites, including the
Airport Cargo Terminals and Logistics Area, Shalun Green Warehousing Park, Qingpu Green
Energy Logistics Cluster, Chunghwa Post Logistics and Huaya Science and Technology Park, and
Daxi Business District are selected for creating logistics solutions that fit the needs of the overall
industry chain. In addition, the office collaborates with logistics businesses to form low-carbon
fleets that prioritize the use of eco-friendly, low-pollutant trucks and promote simultaneous
maintenance and inspections, which work toward decreasing air pollution caused by the
transport of goods. The Taoyuan EcoLogistics Community Chair Office combines the strength of
industry, government, academia, and research to formulate international eco-logistics indexes
and organize international forums. The enormous network formed by ICLEI's 1,750 member cities
worldwide serves as a conduit for Taoyuan to share its abundant experience in eco-logistics with
the world.
Logistics parks, including Shalun Green Warehousing Park, Evergreen Warehousing and Logistics
Park, and Taoyuan Agriculture Logistics Park, are under development. In 2019, DHL set up its
largest service center in Taoyuan. MedFirst established the Big Health Smart Logistics Center in
Yangmei District in 2019. Hsin Kuang Steel chose to expand its investments in Taoyuan and built
the Hsincheng Logistics Center in Guanyin District in 2019. Chunghwa Post also established the
Mail Processing and Training Center in Northern Taiwan in 2020.

Chartered flights

DHL Express Taiwan; UPS International Inc., Taiwan Branch;
FedEx International Freight Forwarding Agency; S.F. Express

Cargo flights

China Airlines, EVA Air, STARLUX Airlines

Warehousing and logistics

Farglory Logistics, Evergreen Air Cargo Services Corp.(EGAC),
Taiwan Air Cargo Terminal(TACT), EVERTER,
Simple Mart Retail, PChome, RD&D Cold Logistics,
CTW Logistics, Costco President Taiwan,
ID Logistics (Carrefour, A.mart), DSV Solutions,
MedFirst Big Health Smart Logistics Center, HAVI Logistics,
Kerry TJ Logistics, momo.com Inc, Omni Logistics,
Eslite Logistics, LILY Logistics Center, Focus Logistics,
Cherng Yii Logistics.

Cargo transportation

Evergreen International Storage & Transport Corporation,
Formosa Plastics Transport Corporation, LF Logistics (Taiwan).

Express delivery

DHL Express Taiwan, UPS International Inc., Taiwan Branch.

Distribution

King Car Group, Jie Kai Logistics, Roundsway Logistics Center,
S.F. Express.

Upstream

Midstream

Downstream

Cohesion Diverse Industries
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Using Biotechnology to Combat Disease
Taoyuan is a hub for the high-end medical treatment and biotechnology industries. Companies
include HeXun, which focuses on stem cell biomedicine and which was previously chosen for the
Small and Medium Companies Accelerated Investment Action Plan, and Grape King Bio, which
established a biotech research institute in Longtan District. Numerous local companies jointly
formed the face mask national team as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic. They included
Mytrex Health Technologies, the biggest supplier of melt-blown fabrics, which is the core material
of medical-grade masks, and Storewell, which became the first company from a non-related
industry to independently invest in the production of medical-grade masks with the assistance
of the municipal government. SCI Pharmtech, the world's second-largest hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ) producer, actively participated in the production of disease prevention raw materials. It also
strengthened its disease prevention and biomedicine capabilities by establishing an R&D center
in Taoyuan and initiating plans to expand factories.
The Taoyuan City Government and National Tsing Hua University (NTHU) signed a letter of
intent for cooperation in Taoyuan City's medical treatment and educational R&D parks with
the aim of improving the city's medical treatment quality and environment. The plan calls for
the establishment of a hospital affiliated with NTHU at the MRT Airport Line A16 Station. The
municipal government also signed a letter of intent for cooperation with National Yang-Ming
Chiao Tung University (NYCU) to establish an Educational R&D and Medical Treatment Park at the
MRT Airport Line A19 Station to promote smart medical treatment services, talent cultivation, and
industry development. NYCU also signed a memorandum for cooperation in the development of
international medical treatment services and the biotechnology industry with Farglory Free Trade
Zone Company to pave the way for the establishment of an international medical center offering
high-end medical treatment services for foreigners. These close industry-government-academia
collaborations are helping to drive the further development of Taoyuan's biotechnology and
medical treatment industries.

PPE

New Drug
Development

Medical
Supplies

Face masks and materials

Yi-Ting Non-Woven Company, Taiwan Comfort Champ Manufacturing,
Mytrex Health Technologies, Trimeltech, Storewell Media Manufacturing

Face mask machines

Taiwan TAKISAWA Technology, SEYI Machinery,Tung Pei Industrial

Protective clothing

Asiatic Fiber Corporation

Thermal imagers

Hi Sharp Electronics, Taliang Technology

Central nervous system drugs

Orient PHARMA, Taiwan Biotech

Lyophilized injections

PhytoHealth Corporation

Immunotherapy

Ivy Life Sciences

Stem cell preparation and R&D

HeXun Biosciences

Active pharmaceutical ingredient and specialty chemical R&D

SCI Pharmtech

Nutrition products

Grape King Bio

Medical-grade
adhesive tapes

Fortune Applied
Material Technology,
3M TAIWAN

Medical gases

Air Products San Fu

Lozenges and capsules

Yuesheng Biotech

Testing equipment

ProtectLife International
Biomedical

Artificial skin products

IGIBAN

Blood glucose
monitoring systems

BroadMaster Biotech
Corporation

Hydrogel dressings

Zhenpeng Biotech Company

Sterilization packaging
materials

BenQ Materials
Corporation

Medical chemicals

Everlight Chemical Industrial
Corporation

Hospital beds

Carilex Medical

Medical test reagents

Tonyar Biotech, Fujirebio Taiwan

Cohesion Diverse Industries
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Aluminium parts
processing

GPS

APU

Aerospace
electronics

Composite
materials

Engines
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Maintenance
racks

LCD

Aviation Support to Open Way for Blue Ocean
Taoyuan is home to the Taoyuan International Airport (TIA), the aviation hub of East Asia. It serves
as a base for aircraft maintenance, provisions, and midcourse and emergency repairs. The city has
a solid foundation in the aerospace industry and continues to welcome emerging companies as it
opens way for a new blue ocean for the industry.
The two largest domestic airlines, China Airlines and EVA Air, both chose to establish their
headquarters in Taoyuan. STARLUX Airlines, which was established in 2019, chose the Farglory
Free Trade Zone as the site for its logistics center. There are also numerous aerospace component
suppliers based in the city that supply international markets, such as Ye Fong Aluminium and
National Aerospace Fasteners Corporation.
Taiwan Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering Company, which owns Taiwan's widest shed
factory; AirAsia Company, Taiwan's first private professional aircraft maintenance, repair, and
overhaul service provider; and STARLUX Airlines have all planned to establish hangers at the
Taoyuan Aerotropolis. Taoyuan will continue to upgrade the operational capacity of the Taoyuan
International Airport, drive investment in the airport industry, and create a smart aerotropolis by
promoting synergistic cooperation.

Upstream

Midstream

Downstream

Engines

ChenFull International, Asian Compressor Technology Services,
GE Evergreen Engine Services

Parts manufacturing

The Airplane Factory Asia, Loyal Fidelity Aerospace,
Chung-Hsin Electric & Machinery Manufacturing Corporation

Aerospace fasteners

National Aerospace Fasteners Corporation

Touch panel materials

Transtouch Technology

Industrial motors

Racing Electric Instrument

Aerospace components

Brighton Precision Engineering

Aluminum parts processing

Ye Fong Aluminium Industrial

Aircraft cleaning

Dynasty Aerotech International

Precision machinery processing

King Team Company

Communications and navigation

Garmin, Pyras Technology, Becker Electronics Taiwan

Embedded systems

PARPRO

Rugged computers

Getac Technology Corporation

Aircraft maintenance

China Airlines, Evergreen Aviation Technologies Corporation,
Taiwan Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering Company,
STARLUX Airlines, AirAsia Company

Aviation systems

National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology

Cohesion Diverse Industries
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Solar panels
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Battery exchange
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Autonomous
vehicles

Using Green Energy to Forge a Sustainable Future
Taoyuan established the Green Energy Promotion Office to promote green energy policies and develop
renewable energy sources such as PV solar energy and biomass energy. It also encourages companies
with contracted capacities of over 5,000 KW to generate 10% of their electricity needs from green energy
sources. There were 25 companies with a combined green energy capacity of 35.5 MW as of 2019.
The city also provides assistance to heavy electricity users to help them achieve advance regulatory
compliance. Smart power storage and PV solar energy companies located in Taoyuan include Danen
Technology Corporation, AU Optronics Corporation, and EEPV Corporation. Taoyuan also promotes the
rental of public building rooftops for PV system installation and subsidizes the installation of PV systems
on private building rooftops as part of its green rooftop program. In addition, it is actively installing PV
systems on unused institution and school rooftops. At present, there are PV power generation systems
on 149 public rooftops with a combined capacity of 17 MW. All these initiatives are transforming Taoyuan
into a low-carbon green city.
Yuen Foong Yu Group established a biogas power generation system at its Xinwu factory in 2019. The
annual output is 32 GWh, which is sufficient to meet the electricity needs of approximately 10,000
households. In October 2020, the Taoyuan City Government and the Environmental Protection
Administration joined forces to set up anaerobic fermentation treatment tanks and biogas generation
and transportation facilities at Hongzhi Livestock Farm in Taoyuan City. The anticipated daily reduction in
livestock urine discharged into rivers is 160 tons, while the daily generated biogas volume is enough to
supply 80 households, which can reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 9.5 tons a year.

Upstream

Midstream

Downstream

Solar ingots/wafers

Danen Technology Corporation

Solar cells

Inventec Solar Energy Corporation, EEPV Corporation, Tainergy Tech

Wind turbine motors

TECO Electro Devices Company

Cable manufacturing

Hong Tai Electric Industrial Company

Material components

Brave C&H Supply Company

Solar cell modules

AU Optronics Corporation, Gintung Energy Corporation

Wind turbine foundations

Century Iron & Steel Industrial Company

Testing and verification

Taiwan Electric Research & Testing Center

Energy storage systems

Delta Electronics, Darfon Electronics Corporation, FSP Group

Electricity management and
operations

Sunpower Energy Technology

System construction

Fortune Electric Company

Facilities

Shinkong Textile Company's solar power plant;
Yuen Foong Yu Group's Xinwu factory biogas power generation system;
Taiwan Power Company's Guanyuan Wind Power Station;
Taiwan Power Company's Xinwu Datan Wind Power Station;
Taiwan Power Company's Luzhu Wind Power Station;
Guanwei Wind Power Generation Company's Guanyin Wind Farm;
Taowei Wind Power Generation Company's Xinwu Wind Farm;
Taoyuan City Hongzhi Livestock Farm

Cohesion Diverse Industries
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Assembling
Comprehensive
Investment Services
O f fe r i n g i n - d e p t h a n d e x t r e m e l y e f f i c i e n t
s e r v i c e s t h a t m e e t b u s i n e s s d e m a n d s,
Ta o y u a n I nve s t m e n t S e r v i c e Ce n t e r i s
t h e b e s t i nve s t m e n t p a r t n e r o f b u s i n e s s e s.
By providing tailored ser vices
e ve r y s t e p a l o n g t h e w ay,
Ta o y u a n I nve s t m e n t S e r v i c e Ce n t e r h e l p s
businesses create a win-win situation.

A Single Window that Offers
Comprehensive Services to Businesses
From location search, building construction, business registration
to talent recruitment, Taoyuan Investment Service Center helps
businesses coordinate and streamline administrative processes,
removing investment barriers. In 2019, over 600 investments were
made in Taoyuan. With a total investment amount exceeding
USD $10 billion, Taoyuan ranked the highest by investment amount
under the MOEA's Three Major Programs for Investing in Taiwan,
making it the best choice for businesses seeking to invest in Taiwan.

Assembling Comprehensive Investment Services
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Water Usage Demand

Enhance Water Supply and
Develop Renewables
Taoyuan puts effort into enhancing its water supply by promoting
the phase II water supply construction project for the BanqiaoXinzhuang area and establishing the Zhongzhuang Reservoir, which
improves the cross-border distribution capacity in Taipei City, New
Taipei City, and Taoyuan City. The Shihmen Reservoir Amuping
Ginger Island desilting tunnel construction project will increase the
reservoir's desilting capability and ensure better flood prevention.
In addition, the municipal government promotes the development
of water reclamation plants. After construction was completed for
the MRT Airport Line A7 Station water recycling center, the municipal
government signed an agreement for establishing a water recycling
and reclamation center in Northern Taoyuan, for which USD $170
million will be invested. This center is expected to provide 110,000 tons
of recycled water per day, offering quality water supply to industrial
parks and industrial zones.

Electricity Usage Demand

Provide Subsidies and Low-interest
Loans to Promote Industry Energy
Transformation
Taoyuan has the largest green energy output among all special
municipalities in Taiwan. The city government formulated the Selfgovernment Regulations for Taoyuan Developing into a Low-carbon
Green City in 2016 and founded the Green Energy Promotion Office
in 2018. The Green Energy Promotion Office specializes in providing
assistance in executing green energy-related projects. In support of
industry energy transformation, the office has also partnered with
many banks to provide loans for businesses developing green energy
projects in Taoyuan. The municipal government also subsidizes the use
of renewable energy equipment. Businesses with a contracted capacity
of more than 5,000 KW are encouraged to use green energy for at
least 10% of their total electricity usage. The Taoyuan City Government
integrates power generation, storage, and conservation in promoting
the application of renewable energy policies, with the objective of
reaching an accumulated renewable device capacity of 1.2 GW by
2030.
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Land Use Demand

Develop Industrial Parks and Facilitate Matchmaking
To assist businesses in identifying suitable land for investments, the Industry Investment Objective
Supply and Demands Matchmaking Platform was established. This platform provides real-time
information on factories and land within the city, serving as a useful tool for introducing prospective
investors to identify ideal locations in industrial parks. Based on the concept of creating an energy
reserve, a rolling inventory of all land and factories is conducted. 7 industrial parks are under planning
and development, including Taoyuan Technology Industrial Park Phase II, Shalun Green Warehousing
Park, Dayuan Smart Technology Park, Bade Daan Technology Park, Xinwu Touzhou Technology
Park, Daxi Technology Park, and Pingzhen Donglong Technology Park. In addition, touring business
recruitment services are offered in Pingzhen, Guishan, Dayuan, and Zhongli from September to
December 2020, ensuring that land matchmaking events take place every month to satisfy business
demands.

Talent and Labor Demand

Linking Talent with Industry
Taoyuan has 17 colleges and universities, as well as academic research institutions such as the
National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology (NCSIST) and the Institute of Nuclear
Energy Research (INER). Cultivating over 24,000 students per year, tertiary education institutions in
Taoyuan are a source of quality and abundant talent.
The municipal government has established 12 employment service counters across the city. The
Taoyuan Office of Employment Services, Zhongli Office of Employment Services, and New Immigrant
Joint Service Center provide employment counseling and matchmaking services, organize job
fairs, and promote industry-academic collaboration with National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU),
National Chiao Tung University (NCTU), and National Tsing Hua University (NTHU). New registrations
for general employment service requests totaled 62,586 persons in 2019, and the number of job
offers reached 139,761. Matchmaking was completed for 50,524 persons, which is equivalent to a
matchmaking rate of 80.72%.

Assembling Comprehensive Investment Services
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Diverse Incentives for Investments
To encourage multi-faceted investing, the Taoyuan City Government offers diverse investment incentives
and subsidy programs.

Incentive and Subsidy Measure to Promote Industrial Development
The city government subsidizes business headquarters or companies/legal persons that make original
investments over USD $1.7 million or additional investment over USD $1 million.
Qualifying industries include: international trade and logistics, aviation, cultural creativity, cloud computing,
circular economy, biotechnology and medicine, business conventions and exhibitions, and compound
leisure or R&D centers.

Item

Subsidy

Note

Land and real estate
tax

A maximum subsidy of USD $41,300 per year for businesses or
USD $62,000 per year for business headquarters

5-year limit

Rent

A maximum subsidy of USD $13,700 per year for businesses or
USD $20,700 per year for business headquarters

5-year limit

Low-interest
financing

A maximum subsidy of USD $51,700 per year for interest rates within
1.5%

5-year limit

Additional hire of
laborers registered
in Taoyuan

Businesses may apply for a subsidy after having employed for over two
years a laborer registered in Taoyuan city; the maximum subsidy for each
case is USD $172,400 per year

2-year limit for
the subsidy

Vocational training
costs

A maximum subsidy of 50% of the cost, with a maximum subsidy
amount of USD $10,300.
Companies that hire middle-to-older aged unemployed workers referred
by public employment service organizations qualify for a subsidy of up to
USD $13,793 if the total number of referred workers hired is equivalent
to at least 1% of the company's workforce prior to hiring

Local Innovation Research Promotion Program of Taoyuan（Local SBIR）
The Taoyuan City Government promotes technical innovation R&D among local SMEs. SMEs registered as
companies or businesses in the city may apply for subsidies for projects containing innovative technological
R&D in the fields of electronics and ICT, food and biotech/pharmaceuticals, metal machinery, consumer
goods and chemical manufacturers, and innovative services.

Item
New technology and
products deemed
innovative, able
to raise domestic
industrial technical
standards, or
helpful to promote
sustainable industrial
development or
green/cleaner
production.
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Amount
Up to 50%
of the total
subsidy (up to
USD $34,400
per project)
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Duration
Must be
between
6 and 10
months

Note
Projects associated with prioritized industries, such as IoT,
logistics, green energy, smart vehicles, smart industry,
and aviation, will receive extra credits within 3% of
their total score. Projects proposed by businesses that
are already stationed in the Hutoushan Innovation Hub
will receive extra credits within 5% of their total score.
SMEs that experience operational difficulties caused by
COVID-19 will receive an additional point equivalent
to 5% of their total score. Only one out of the three
aforementioned criteria shall be applied.

Assembling Comprehensive Investment Services
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Taoyuan City Youth Entrepreneurship and SME Credit Guarantee Financing Loan
In order to assist the development of SMEs registered as companies or businesses in Taoyuan, SMEs that
meet certain conditions can apply for working capital, factory establishment/purchase funds, and factory
improvement funds. Individual entrepreneurs or responsible persons of enterprises that satisfy related
requirements can apply for startup funds.

Industry

Item

Amount

Note

Type 1: International logistics, cloud
computing and ICT, green energy,
automobiles and smart electric
vehicles, tourism and travel, cultural
and creative industries, biotechnology,
conferences and exhibitions, medical
care, high-end agriculture, soy product
manufacturing, social enterprises, and
other key strategic industries.

Entrepreneurial
reserve fund;
working capital;
funds for purchasing
factories, operating
venues, machinery,
and equipment;
funds for improving
the environmental
protection, water
resources, soil and
water conservation,
fire prevention,
and architectural
facilities of factories

Up to USD $86,200 credit
for startup funds; up to
USD $172,400 credit for working
capital and factory/ equipment
acquisition; the maximum
amount for each applicant is
USD $344,800.

Up to USD $103,400
in credit for factory
improvements. The
max rate is based on
Chunghwa Post Co.,
Ltd.'s 2-year CD floating
rate plus 1.45% interest
per annum. The actual
rate is based on the rate
given by the lending
bank.

Type 2: Other industries, excluding
finance and insurance, coal mining,
and special entertainment
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Up to USD $34,480 credit for
startup funds; up to USD $68,960
credit for working capital and
factory/ equipment acquisition;
the maximum amount for each
applicant is USD $206,880.

Taoyuan City Youth Entrepreneurship Loan Interest Subsidy Program
To encourage the youth to start their own businesses and to minimize the burden of having to pay interest
on loans during the initial stages of starting up a business, the Taoyuan City Government subsidizes the loan
interest of young entrepreneurs. The maximum subsidy is USD $103,400 over a period of no more than two
years. This subsidy helps support the youth in Taoyuan to achieve their goals.

Taoyuan City Subsidy and Incentive Measures for Low-carbon
Technology Industries
To facilitate the introduction of low-carbon technology, the development of renewables, or other lowcarbon industries, the Taoyuan City Low-carbon Technology Industry Subsidy and Incentive Measures was
rolled out under the Self-government Regulations for Taoyuan Developing into a Low-carbon Green City.
Companies or factories that have registered places of operation or factories in Taoyuan and meet the criteria
may apply for subsidies for the material, components, equipment, maintenance, technology introduction,
commissioned research, and construction work required for designing and carrying out energy
conservation projects for the factory, production procedure, or place of operation, or the replacement of
energy conservation-related equipment (including test instruments and control systems). The goal of this
subsidy is to help businesses remove barriers to going green, thereby accelerating industry transformation
and reducing emissions on a large scale.

Taoyuan City General Development Fund for Indigenous Groups
To assist the holistic socio-economic development of indigenous groups, indigenous citizens who
are capable and between the ages of 20 and 65 may apply for an economical industry loan, youth
entrepreneurship loan, indigenous microeconomic activity loan, or other loans approved by the Executive
Yuan. These loans are centered on assisting indigenous groups in establishing economic enterprises.

Assembling Comprehensive Investment Services
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Taoyuan City Green Energy Industry Promotion Loan
To shape Taoyuan as a low-carbon, green city, the municipal government has joined efforts
with Chang Hwa Bank, Hua Nan Bank, Bank SinoPac, Mega International Commercial Bank,
and Taiwan Business Bank to launch the Taoyuan City Green Energy Industry Promotion Loan,
which fully supports local industry transformation. Businesses that are registered and located
in Taoyuan City are eligible to apply for loans for employing renewable energy equipment,
green and smart industry management, production process improvement, and low-carbon
technologies.

Taoyuan City Renewable Energy Implementation Plan
To encourage Taoyuan citizens and major electricity users to establish PV systems and
energy storage equipment, build a low-carbon city, elevate quality of life, and propel the
establishment and development of renewable energy systems and technology, the Taoyuan
City Government allocates funding for subsidies every year. The subsidies are announced at
the end of each year (November to December).

Taoyuan City Service Industry Smart Green Vehicle Subsidy Program
To encourage the purchase of electric scooters, businesses and legal persons that are
registered in Taoyuan will receive a subsidy for making a single purchase of more than ten
electric scooters. The goal of this program is to conserve energy, reduce emissions, and
improve air quality in Taoyuan.
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Appendix／Investment Service Contacts
Taoyuan Investment Service Center
One-stop investment services are provided. The full array of services to take care of businesses investing in Taoyuan include
assistance with location search, building construction, company registration, talent recruitment and others.
Tel : +886-3-332-5668
Address : 2F., No. 1, Xianfu Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City, 33001
Website : invest.tycg.gov.tw (Taoyuan Investment Service Center)

Fax : +886-3-333-8368
Email : invest.service@mail.tycg.gov.tw
edb.tycg.gov.tw (Department of Economic Development, Taoyuan)

This investment guide offers a new Augmented Reality(AR) service, download the panda logo app [COCOAR2] and
scan the cover of [Taoyuan City Investment Guide] between December 1, 2020 and December 31, 2021 to watch the
[Taoyuan City Investment Video] and [Highlights of Corporate Affiliation Conferences] organized by Taoyuan City
Government!

Taoyuan Investment Service Center

2F., No.1, Xianfu Rd., Taoyuan Dist.,
Taoyuan City 33001, Taiwan (R.O.C)
Tel:+886-3-3325668
Fax:+886-3-3338368
http://invest.tycg.gov.tw
E-mail:invest.service@mail.tycg.gov.tw
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